Abstract. We investigate the magnetic field effects in thin-film diodes made of the conducting polymer poly(styrene-sulfonate)-doped poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) as a function of temperature and electrical current. Magnetoresistance of these devices can be measured to high precision on two distinct magnetic field scales: <3 mT, where a pronounced nonmonotonic magnetoresistance response can be resolved, owing to weak hyperfine coupling, and at intermediate magnetic fields, ranging between 3 and 10 mT, where strong monotonic magnetoresistance is seen. The detailed examination of the magnetoresistance effects in both regimes allows one to scrutinize the accuracy of the underlying models for the behavior of these kinds of materials. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported
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Introduction
Spin-pair correlations within organic compounds continue to intrigue researchers at the intersection of biology, chemistry, and physics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] One approach to study spin-pair correlations is the use of magnetic fields of different strengths and the subsequent observation of changes of macroscopic properties of the objects of interest. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] However, when investigating conducting polymers in a solid thin-film form, the examined materials are often incorporated in heterostructure devices consisting of multiple layers and mixtures of materials. 1, 2, 4, 9, 12, 13 We have recently shown that the study of specific magnetic field effects, such as the ultrasmall magnetic field effect (<1 mT), may be hampered in these devices. 14 In heterostructures, magnetic field effects of different organic compounds can be superimposed, resulting in a difficult interpretation of results that can cause ambiguities with regard to the assignment of the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed behavior as well as their quantitative characteristics. Although a rather complex compound in itself, devices with an active layer consisting solely of the polymer poly(styrenesulfonate)-doped poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS) exhibit a well-pronounced ultrasmall magnetic field effect in conductivity, owing to relatively weak hyperfine magnetic field effects compared to other conducting materials whose hyperfine fields are one-to twoorders higher in magnitude.the various mechanisms that have been proposed for the origin of polymer magnetoresistance in general. 1, [15] [16] [17] [18] Here, we present a thorough examination of the temperature dependence as well as the electrical power dependence of the ultrasmall and intermediate magnetic field effects of a thin-film device with an active layer of PEDOT:PSS. We demonstrate that temperature changes on the order of a few degrees can have a distinct influence on the magnetoresistive response of PEDOT: PSS. In addition, magnetoresistance at 4.5 K is investigated in detail as a function of driving current ranging over four orders of magnitude, from 100 nA to 1 mA, and is found to exhibit a nonmonotonic behavior. Although the strength of the intermediate and the ultrasmall magnetic field effect do not correlate, remarkably, the overall width of the magnetoresistance curve and the position of the minimum of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect exhibit a linear correlation.
Experiments
Based on our previous study, 14 a 120-nm-thick layer of PEDOT:PSS (Heraeus Clevios P VP AI 4083) was spin-coated onto a prepatterned indium tin oxide (ITO)-covered glass substrate. An aluminum-top contact was thermally evaporated and defined, in conjunction with the ITO bottom contact, an active pixel area of 2.4 mm 2 . Measurements were performed under a vacuum atmosphere (10 −6 mbar) in a cold-finger cryostat, which provided temperature control between 4.5 K and room temperature. A single solenoid centered around the device under test provided the external magnetic field of up to 60 mT oriented normal to the sample plane. The samples were driven at constant current by a source measure unit. Changes in the resistance of the sample were monitored with a digital multimeter via a voltage measurement across the device. A detailed description of the measurement setup is also found in Ref. 14. The current-resistance characteristics of a single device in absence of an external magnetic field for multiple temperatures are shown in Fig. 1 .
As previously reported, the PEDOT:PSS device retains ohmic behavior (i.e., a resistance independent of current) at room temperature up to driving currents of 300 μA and shows nonohmic behavior for higher driving currents. 14 The critical current for the transition of ohmic to nonohmic behavior decreases with temperature, down to 30 nA at 4.2 K. This crucial fact is often overlooked in temperature-dependent studies of multilayer devices employing PEDOT:PSS as a hole injection layer, but should not come as a surprise: as in every doped conductor, the number of free charges is temperature-dependent. The absolute resistance in the ohmic regime increases with decreasing temperature, as is expected of a highly doped polymer such as PEDOT:PSS. 19 The points at which the temperature-and power-dependent magnetoresistance measurements were performed are marked by circles. 
Magnetoresistance Dependence on Temperature
The magnetoresistance measurements were carried out on the same setup and under the same measurement conditions as the current-resistance characteristics. As described in our previous studies, 14 the highest accuracy in measurement is achieved by taking multiple, consecutive magnetoresistance sweeps after settling times that are on the order of minutes at least. The resulting magnetoresistance measurements at a constant driving current of I ¼ 250 μA for multiple temperatures, marked in Fig. 1 by circles, are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Here, the normalized magnetoresistance
Rð0Þ
is depicted versus the externally applied magnetic field, corrected for the geomagnetic field by shifting the curve along the field axis. As previously reported, data associated with the intermediate magnetic field effect, i.e., the magnetoresistance on the magnetic field scale 5 mT < jBj < 60 mT, are well described by the empirical function
A clear anticorrelation between the magnitude of the maximally observed magnetoresistance and temperature is evident, with a magnitude of 630 ppm occurring at 4.2 K and a magnitude of 260 ppm being found at 288 K. To further analyze the response, we estimate the width of the measured curves by computing the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) ΔB. Since the magnetoresistance does not saturate, the effective baseline for determining ΔB is dependent on the overall magnetic field range and therefore ΔB merely constitutes a rough estimate of the overall FWHM of the magnetoresponse. Nevertheless, we can use ΔB as a useful metric. The FWHM ΔB of the magnetoresistance traces is plotted in Fig. 2 nonohmic to ohmic behavior of the current-resistance characteristics at 250 μA (cf. Fig. 1 ). The lack of significant changes of the intermediate magnetic field effect for this temperature range suggests that the current-resistance characteristics are not a defining factor for the magnetoresistance. To enable a closer look at the ultrasmall magnetic field effect, Fig. 2(c) shows a magnified view of the data where the individual magnetoresistance traces are offset on the vertical axis for visual clarity. The lowest observed magnetoresistance value, a phenomenological measure of the relevant field scale for the ultrasmall magnetic field effect, decreases from −26 ppm at 4.2 K to −50 ppm at 200 K. For higher temperatures, it reverses and reaches a value of −34 ppm at 288 K. The magnetic field B m ðTÞ at which this minimum occurs is marked by black circles on the negative half of Fig. 2(b) . A clear, monotonic increase of B m ðTÞ from 300 μT at 4.2 K to 1050 μT at 288 K is observed. Interestingly, when the FWHM of the intermediate magnetic field effect ΔB is plotted as a function of B m ðTÞ in Fig. 2(d) , a clear linear relationship is observed. Since B m ðTÞ and ΔB both result from the interplay of two most likely independent magnetic field effects of different widths (i.e., different magnetic field dependencies) and strengths, such a strong correlation is rather unexpected.
Magnetoresistance Dependence on the Device Operating Point (Current)
To complement the temperature-dependent data, magnetoresistance measurements were conducted as a function of the device current at a temperature of 4.5 K. In Fig. 3(a) , the results of Fig. 1 . (a) Magnetoresistance measured up to an external magnetic field magnitude of 60 mT. As the driving current increases, the strength of the magnetoresistance reaches up to 800 ppm, but even at the lowest driving currents of 100 nA, the magnetoresistance is clearly discernible. As for the temperature-dependent measurements, the magnetoresistance data in the field interval from −60 to −5 mT and 5 to 60 mT are well described by the function RðBÞ ¼ const: þ ð
Estimated FWHM ΔB evaluated from the maximum observed magnetoresistance. ΔB has a constant value of 4.3 mT for low driving currents from 100 nA to 2 μA. Upon increasing the driving current, ΔB drops down to 3.8 mT at 250 μA. As the driving current is increased even further, ΔB rises again up to 6 mT at 1 mA current. (c) A zoom into the ultrasmall magnetic field effect of a PEDOT:PSS device at 4.5 K. The data are offset on the vertical axis to provide visual clarity, with the tics providing a scale bar. As a guide to the eye, the magnetic fields B m where the lowest magnetoresistance value occurs are marked by circles. Interestingly, a clear minimum in B m develops for driving currents between 1 and 10 μA. The strength of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect is highly dependent on the applied current, and almost vanishes with a magnitude as low as 10 ppm at the lowest current. (d) Plot of the FWHM ΔB associated with the intermediate-strength magnetic field effect as a function of B m , which describes the ultrasmall magnetic field effect. As with the temperature-dependent data, a linear relationship between these two observables is found.
these measurements are shown for currents identical to those used in Fig. 1 . As for the temperature-dependent magnetoresistance measurements in Fig. 2 , the current dependencies observed for the intermediate magnetic field regime (i.e., 5 mT < jBj < 60 mT) are well described by the empirical function fðBÞ ¼ const: þ ð B jBjþB 0 Þ 2 . The magnitude of the intermediate magnetic field effect of 140 ppm does not change between 100 nA and 1 μA. For higher driving currents, the magnitude increases up to 800 ppm at 1 mA. The corresponding FWHM ΔB of the intermediate magnetic field effect is shown in Fig. 3(b) . In contrast to the temperature dependence of ΔB, the current dependence is far from monotonic. While ΔB is constant within the margin of error at 4.4 mT for currents between 100 nA and 2 μT, it starts to fall for higher currents. At 250 μA, a minimum value is reached and the FWHM is measured as 3.8 mT. As the current is increased further, ΔB increases again and reaches a value of 6 mT at the highest applied current of 1 mA. In Fig. 3(c) , a zoom into the region of the ultrasmall magnetic field is shown, where the data points are offset on the vertical axis to aid visual clarity. The lowest observed magnetoresistance value is −20 ppm at 100 nA. An increase of the magnitude up to −8 ppm at 10 μT is followed by a decrease down to −62 ppm at 1 mA. As in the discussion of the temperature-dependent data, the magnetic field B m ðIÞ at which this minimum occurs is marked as circles on the negative half of the plot. In contrast to the temperature-dependent measurements, however, the behavior becomes nonmonotonic. As for ΔB in the intermediate magnetic field range, B m ðIÞ drops from 320 μT at 100 nA to a minimum of 150 μT at 250 μA and rises up to 520 μT at 1 mA again. Surprisingly, when ΔBðIÞ is plotted as a function of B m ðIÞ as shown in Fig. 3(d) , a linear relationship is found in the driving-current-dependent data, as in the temperature-dependent measurements. Both intermediate and ultrasmall magnetic field effects appear to be heavily affected by a change in driving current, which may indicate a strong dependence on the carrier density within the PEDOT:PSS thin-film diode. As the carrier density increases with increasing current, the average distance between individual charge carriers likely decreases. This change should influence the dipolar and exchange interaction strengths, which will impact the magnetic-field response.
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Discussion and Conclusions
To our knowledge, the experimental data presented above reflects the most comprehensive study of PEDOT:PSS magnetoresistance. It is consistent with previously reported behavior of magnetoresistance of PEDOT:PSS thin-film diodes, 14, 23 and it reveals the full complexity of the PEDOT:PSS magnetoresistance due to its nontrivial dependence on the device operating point. Although it has been previously concluded that intermediate and ultrasmall magnetic field effects have to originate from different microscopic effects, given the strong differences in the evolution of the magnitude with magnetic field, the clear correlation of the FWHM of the intermediate magnetic field effect ΔB and the minimum of magnetoresistance attributed to the ultrasmall magnetic field effect B m put the interpretation of magnetoresistance data based on these phenomenological characteristics in question. While in previous studies two models of magnetoresistance have been excluded as possible origins of magnetoresistance in PEDOT:PSS, 14 this study may provide the means necessary to analyze the validity of two other models: the spin precession model and electronic spin-spin interactions as the origin of organic magnetoresistance. 16, 17, 24 Future microscopic simulations should aim at replicating these complex functionalities as a function of temperature and driving current in order to scrutinize possible microscopic magnetic field dependencies. merging spin chemistry with solid-state spintronics. The authors also express their sincere gratitude for many years of collaboration, support, stimulating discussions, and friendship. 
